Wisconsin Manufacturing Industry Survey Results:

Practical Solutions and Recommendations for the
Manufacturing Labor Skills Shortage
Manufacturing throughout Wisconsin has been robust since the recession
years, with some companies experiencing record growth. However, while the
state’s unemployment rate is high, it has been well reported that Wisconsin
manufacturers are finding it difficult to fill critical manufacturing jobs needed
to meet customer delivery dates, maintain margins, and plan for future
expansions as well as older key employees’ retirements. Recent studies
indicate the long term solutions to this skills gap phenomenon may lie within
our education system, and various long-term solutions are being discussed
by the stakeholders at various levels. As manufacturers need solutions today,
we polled Wisconsin manufacturers for specific shorter term solutions they
are undertaking to deal with this skills gap problem.
We surveyed Wisconsin-based manufacturing companies for their company’s
specific solutions to the manufacturing labor shortage and for their
practical recommendations to alleviate it. It is our intent that, by sharing this
information and insight, other manufacturers will find useful ideas for their
companies.
Read on to learn about the results of our survey.
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Profile of respondents
A total of 126 manufacturers responded to the survey. The size of the respondent companies, both from a gross revenue
and employee count is quite diverse, as shown in the charts below.
Annual revenue

Number

Total employees

Number

$15 million or less

56

25 or less

20

More than $15 million to $50 million

30

25 to 50

23

More than $50 million to $250 million

17

50 to 100

34

More than $250 million to $500 million

1

100 to 500

39

More than $500 million

5

More than 500

5

Chose not to disclose

17

Chose not to disclose

5

Manufacturing sectors
The respondents represent a cross-section of several sectors within manufacturing, including metal and fabrication,
foundry, wood products, machinery, plastics, medical equipment, electrical equipment, transportation, printing,
computer equipment, paper, flexible packaging, tooling, and food and beverage.

Severity of labor shortage
To verify and establish the premise of the labor shortage, we asked the respondents to rate their company’s
experience with filling needed manufacturing positions.
To what extent does the current skilled labor shortage hinder your 2012-2013 sales growth and company
expansion opportunities?

Not at all
11.3%

More than
any other
challenge
6.5%
Significantly
29.8%

These responses were not skewed to any one size of respondent,
nor to any specific manufacturing sector. Clearly, the results
show the growth opportunities of a majority of the respondentmanufacturers are curbed by the skilled labor shortage. The skilled
labor shortage can be interpreted as having a circular negative
affect on further hiring and new jobs, as well as a negative impact
1
on the state’s tax collections.
2
3

Somewhat
52.4%
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Specific actions
The main goal of our survey is to identify specific, effective steps manufacturers are implementing to address the skilled
labor shortage. Below is a list of these actions identified.
What specific action(s) is your company taking to cope with the skilled labor shortage?
85.7%

Overtime

54.6%

Collaborative training programs with local technical college

46.2%

Increased wages for difficult-to-fill positions

46.2%

Investment in automation

42.0%

Expanding shifts

31.1%

Collaborative programs with high schools

24.4%

New hire referral bonuses to existing employees

11.8%

Collaborative training programs with trade group(s)

9.2%

Partnering with other manufacturing organizations

9.2%

Collaborative programs with non-profit organizations

9.2%

New hire signing bonuses

8.4%

Collaborative training program(s) with local government

8.4%

Outsourcing production elsewhere in the U.S.

6.7%

Providing incentives to existing employees to delay retirements

5.0%

Outsourcing production to elsewhere outside the U.S.

4.2%

Expanding to new location in WI where more available qualified labor

1.7%

Implementing transportation options for employees

0.8%

Expanding to new location out of WI where more available qualified labor

16.0%

Other

As manufacturers struggle to meet customer needs and production deadlines, the most popular immediate action
by these manufacturers is to ask their existing employees to work overtime. Encouraging is the extent companies are
initiating or entering into training and collaboration programs, with over half of the respondents involved in training
programs with technical schools, and almost a third working with high schools. Many comments from respondents asked
for more training programs, but more tailored to the current and future needs of specific manufacturers’ operations. Very
interesting is that almost half of respondents are raising the wages offered for hard-to-fill positions, an indication that the
economic theory of supply and demand may actually be at play here.
In an action that’s likely related to increasing wages, 46.2% of the respondents are implementing more automation.
Presumably, as the skilled labor shortage drags on and wages increase, the cost-benefit equation of automation will point
more to automation.
A good sign is that only a small percentage of the respondents are considering expanding in other states to pursue
available labor. However, the fact that 8.4% of respondents are outsourcing work outside the U.S. begs the question as to
how much of that outsourced manufacturing could be performed in Wisconsin if sufficient skilled labor was available.
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Wausau Coated Products recently made a substantial investment in state of the art automation equipment in its Wausau, Wisconsin plant. This new
equipment will double the output of certain processes, resulting in a 2-year payback. Ben Reif, President, commented that with the increased output, the
escalating cost of health insurance, and the difficulties of finding qualified semi-skilled production workers, the cost-benefit of automating makes a lot of
sense to Wausau Coated Products. “One of the main benefits of our investments in automation is the significant flexibility it affords us,” says Reif.
Wausau Coated Products employs about 205 people in two facilities. The company produces pressure sensitive roll and sheet products to label web printing
companies, who in turn produce finished label products for a multitude of consumer and industrial products, such as consumer product labels. Certain
production processes of Wausau Coated Products are conducive to automation. The recent investment includes machines that will automatically load rolls
on a slit machine, remove the slit rolls, fill a skid, and wrap the product on the skid for shipping, processes formerly performed by semi-skilled workers. As a
further cost benefit, the company’s internal engineers often design the machinery, which is then manufactured by outside equipment manufacturers.
While automation adds significant production capacity for Wausau Coated Products, finding skilled labor remains a challenge. Reif sees that, in general, our
manufacturing industry needs prospective employees with better reading and math skills, and better attendance records. “When the company finds a good
employee, we treat that person well,” he said.

Government involvement in solutions

39.8
24.4
35.8

To what extent should government be involved in solving the labor shortage problem?
On the surface, these responses appear to indicate that companies
prefer less government involvement in solutions to the skilled
labor shortage. However, an analysis of the respondents’ survey
comments indicates many manufacturers suggest that government
involvement should be in the form of funding, through tax
incentives or other training programs within companies who hire
unskilled individuals and train these workers for skilled positions
within their company, rather than government-run programs.
In addition, many respondents’ comments are asking for more
effective, better targeted collaborative training between schools,
manufacturers, and state government, and that this training should
occur earlier in our education system. These comments appear
to indicate a feeling by many manufacturers that government
program funds may be better invested by the actual employers
rather than by government.
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More than
currently
involved
39.8%

Not at all
35.8%

Less than
currently
involved
24.4%
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Targeted training programs
Would your company be willing to participate in and
support targeted training programs with schools?

No
14.6%
Already
participating
34.1%

Yes
51.2%

The responses here indicate that the respondent
manufacturers clearly support and want suitable and
specific training within our education systems, including
high schools and technical schools. A few respondents
commented that the schools need courses and
equipment that respond to local manufacturers’ needs,
not out-of-date courses and equipment.

Baldor Generators, located in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, manufacturers
several models of power generators for industrial, and commercial
applications.
Jeff Hubert, Vice President and General Manager,
1
described Baldor’s process for keeping high potential new hires with
2
the company. The company uses a combination internal/tech school
3 program which involves training the employee internally
training
as well as paying for their education at Fox Valley Technical College.
The employee continues to work full time, and attends school in the
evening if working first shift, or in the mornings if working second
shift. The employee works closely with an experienced welder/
operator in-house. This program is in its early stages, but so far
Hubert sees positive results.
Baldor’s Oshkosh facility employs approximately 150 employees.
Approximately 95% of its sales are within North America. Baldor
is part of the global company ABB which has 70 locations around
the world. Competition is strong for skilled production workers
in the Oshkosh area, Hubert emphasized. “We have to be creative
and proactive.” Also, Baldor, along with other key employers, is
considering starting a Second Chance program in Oshkosh to
provide on-the-job manufacturing internships for selected high
school students.
“We as manufacturers must be proactive in filling needed skills
positions,” says Hubert. “Manufacturers should take the lead, not
government.” Hubert suggests that manufacturers reach out to high
school and technical school teachers and students, and host regular
tours of manufacturing plants. The goal is to send the message that
a four-year college degree is not the only path to success, and that
manufacturing provides rewarding careers.
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Insightful comments by respondents
In addition to answering the above survey questions, most of the respondents also provided valuable comments and
insight on solutions to the skilled labor shortage.
The overwhelming common observation by the respondents essentially amounts to a criticism of our education
system. Many respondents view a shift many years ago by high schools from a two-track system (college and noncollege) to primarily a college-bound emphasis as a major contributing factor to the current skilled labor shortage in
the manufacturing industry. Many respondents suggest a system whereby students that are a better fit for a career
in manufacturing are identified, then encouraged to pursue the training and internships necessary to be successful
in manufacturing. A couple of respondents suggested a two-track system for our country, similar to that followed in
Germany for decades.
Other comments/recommendations by respondents:

High schools and technical schools need the necessary equipment and technology to properly train students for the workforce
Teach students math, reading, and how to meet a deadline
Ramp up the emphasis of manufacturing careers in our schools
Use testing to identify students for manufacturing careers
Offer higher wages
More visibility of the manufacturing industry within our schools
Industry marketing of manufacturing careers
Mandate those on long term unemployment benefits to train for manufacturing/trade careers
More emphasis of government school loans where the job needs are
Technical schools should develop training programs in collaboration with specific manufacturers, and develop appropriate programs
Government should stop making business as evil
Schools must put more emphasis on STEM programs
Teach students basic communication skills

Retired Worker grant opportunity
The NEW Manufacturing Alliance in an effort to solve the skills shortage is working on a new grant proposal to be funded by the Wisconsin Economic
Development Corporation. The Retired Worker Grant will help manufacturers tap into the expertise of their retired employees by paying approximately half
their wages if the company brings them back to train a new graduate or youth apprenticeship students. The young worker benefits by learning first-hand from
an experienced worker. And, the company benefits by not needing to take a seasoned worker off the production floor to provide training. If you’re interested
in exploring this grant opportunity in greater depth, contact Ann Franz at the NEW Manufacturing Alliance at 920-498-5587 or ann.franz@nwtc.edu.
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Services for manufacturing clients
• Accounting, assurance and tax solutions
• Research and development tax credit
• Export incentives
• Expansion and job growth incentives
• Sales and use tax exemptions for
manufacturers
• Plant cost segregation studies
• Business management software—needs
analysis, selection, implementation,
training and support
• Bar coding and shop floor automation
• Electronic data interchange
• Production and inventory control
• Operations management
• Industry benchmarking
• Lean manufacturing
• Inventory costing consulting
• Global resources and connections
• Manufacturing CFO round tables

Summary
As was expected, the survey shows a definite skilled labor shortage within
the Wisconsin manufacturing industry. In general, manufacturers want more
manufacturing industry and careers awareness in the high schools. Most
manufacturers are either currently participating in a collaborative training
program, or are willing to do so. However, manufacturers desire modern,
up-to-date training in high schools and technical schools, including modern
advanced manufacturing courses and equipment applicable to their
particular manufacturing needs.

Contact Schenck
Our professionals understand the demands of the manufacturing
environment from the shop floor to the board room, and can help you
discover the keys to greater profitability and optimum efficiency.
For more information on how Schenck can help your business, contact any
of our Manufacturing team leaders.

Brad Frank, CPA
920-455-4143
brad.frank@schencksc.com

Don Kossow, CPA
414-465-5604
donald.kossow@schencksc.com

Dan Koszalinski, CMA, CPA
920-996-1495
dan.koszalinski@schencksc.com

Chuck Zuleger
920-996-1476
chuck.zuleger@schencksc.com
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